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Under date of April 2, 1954, the undersigned Committee was
appointed to make a study and present a recommendation as to the means
of organization that might best be employed in reducing and overcoming
the .effectsof attack damage on the Continental United States which
might effect oii and gas facilities.

The Committee was appointed in

response to a request dated March 22, 1954, from Mr. H. A. Stewart,
Acting Deputy Administrator of the Petroleum Administration for Defense.
The Acting Deputy Administrator, in asking for the study,
said~

"It is important that the Federal GOverr1JI1(1lent have realistic post-

attack policies • • • • for petroleum gas.

Therefore, a study

including all levels, from the Federal Government down to and including
the community level, is required in order to provide information and
rrlake recommendations to the Office of Defense Mobilization on plans
for the reduction and overcoming of attack damage to petroleum and gas
facilities.

To be effective, these studies must be • • • • designed

to assure necessary supplies of petroleum and gas to meet essential
military, civilian, and industrial requirements under

em~rgency

con-

ditions."
We understand that the MPAB has already been assigned the
primary responsibility for advising the armed services on the availability of military petroleum needs in the event of war.

The question

that has been asked our committee might have been asked of the JYIPAB.

However} since the problem of civilian supply and the problem of
military supply in wartime are both dependent on the same industry
and the same transportation facilities, and the MPAB has no operating
authority, the views of this committee as to the handling of emergency
situations may be considered as covering military as well as civilian
supply.
The Chairman asked the Committee members to give serious
consideration in advance of the meeting to the various problems involvedo

He also interviewed several Washington officials to try to

ge,t some picture of Washington thinking on these problems, and contacted representatives of similar committees in the steel and chemical
industries, to get the benefit of their viewso
report was circulated to all members in advance

A draft of a possible
0

At its meetin.g on July 14, 1954 the Committee, after thorough
discussion, reached the following conclusions:

(~)

In considering the type of

or~~nization necessary

to handle the emergency situations resulting from a nuclear attack,
it is necessary to keep in mind the integrated character of the oil
and gas in.dustry, with crude oil and natural gas sources averaging
over a thousand miles from the point of consumption of the finished
products, and a whole series of complicated transportation and
distribution systems tying them together

0

To assure prompt and

efficient action in a serious emergency it is necessary that the
industry be guided and directed on a unified basis by men who
are thoroughly familiar with its far-flung and varied oPE!rations and
facili"ties.
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To have individual refineries, terminals, or distribution systems
of oil and gas subject to the orders ,of state or local officials
unfamiliar with industry operations would result in chaos.

Further-

more, every major refinery serves many different cities usually in
several different states 0 and the same can be said for many gas
transmission lines.

Howeve.r 0 we fully recognize that close cooperation

with local officials in taking care of disaster situations would be
essential.
(2)

There are so many possible eventualities in so

many different areas which might result from an atomic attack

th~t

it does not seem at all feas.ible to set up any detailed planning as
to just what could or should be done unde.r various hypotheses. However o consideration should be given to alternate sources of supply
of petroleum products in case of complete loss of one .of the five
major refining areas:

Jersey Area, Calumet Area o Houston-Port Arthur

Area o Los Angeles Area, and San Francisco Areao
(3)

The destructive power of the modern atomic or

hydrogen bomb is so devastating that there are almost no precautions
by way of design or construction that a refinery or other major
petroleum installation could reasonable undertake in an effort to
minimize damage in the event of a nearby atomic attack

0

Refineries

can and probably should be shut down promptly and most of the
personnel allowed to disperse if adequate early warning of threatened
attack is available.

Firefighting equipment and personne,}. would

be of value only if a refinery happened to be in a fringe area.
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(4)

The qreatest asset of the industry in the event of

such attack would be its executives in various branches of the
industry who could quickly draft emergency plans for utilizing
whatever ·facilities remained after the bombing, and get them back
into operation in minimum time.

To accomplish this would require

the working together of men from different companies and different
branches of the industry.

In our opinion, the key to prompt and

effective action to get all possible facilities mobilized promptly
after a bombing :would be to set up emergency committees, one to
deal with oil problems and one to deal with gas :problems in each
of the five PAD districts into which the c·ountry was divided during
World War II.

Men in these areas became accustomed to working to-

ge"ther to solve all sorts of shortage and other problems during
that period.
(5)

In order to make possible prompt and effective

action by these emergency committees in the event of a disaster,
it is desirable that, without waiting for further international
developments, they be appointed promptly, together with suitable
alternates, and that their names and proposed functions be made
known to the industry generally.
(6)

Such emergency cOmmittees could get into operation

m.uch more quickly than could any centralized directing organization.
However, a PAD type of organization should be set up in Washington
as quickly as possible after an attack, along lines which have
been previously recommended to the National Petroleum Council.
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In the light of these conclusions, the Committee recommends
that the following specific steps be taken, under the general direction
and with the concurrence of the Oil and Gas Division of the Department
of the Interior, possibly with the continuing advice of this committee
until the proposed emergency committees have been set up.
(1)

The National Petroleum Council should recommend to

the Secretary of the Interior that he immediately name, for each of
the five PAD districts o emergency committees o one to deal with oil
problems and one to deal with gas problems, of capable industry l"!1en,
each with one or more alternates, who would be able to guide emergency
operations of the industry on a decentralized basis in the event of an
atomic bomb attack.

The emergency committees named would be similar

in duties and general make-up to the district general committees
which functioned in the PAW districts during World War II.

'rhey

should have the right to appoint subcommittees as needed depending
on the situation in each area.

Ear the oil committees, subcommittees

on supply and transportation, on refining 0 and on distribution, would
appear needed in all caseso

Subcommittees on production might not

be needed in the first instance since producing activities are so
widely dispersed, and refinery capacity likely to be·the bottleneck
in event of any serious attack.

It is unders.tood that steps were

takienby PAD prior to its.dissolutionto s.etup a roster of key
personnel in the industry.

Such material should be reviewed and

utilized, wherepos.sible, in naming the emergency committees.
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(2)

The composition of these emergency committees

should be publicized so that the oil and gas industry is aware .of
the plans.

Each of them should have one or more meetings soon

after appointment to set up preliminary plans for their functioning
and cooperating with local officials in the event of disastero
To insure good coordination, the chairman of the regional oil
committee or his nominee should be invited to sit in on meetings
of the regional gas cornrnitteeand vice versao

Arrangements might

well be made whereby the emergency committees either hold in remote
storage, or could be sure of quickly getting from the various
companies, the necessary detailed plans .of the oil and gas industry
facilities in their regiono

Also, the 'Oil and Gas'Division should

supply the emergency committees with regular, detailed, up-to-date
statistical reports

On industry operations, capacities, etco as

needed to carry out their assignment
(3)

0

A mechanism should be worked out now whereby the

whole program coul.dbe s:etin action by a presidential Proclamation
immediately after an atta,cko

Such a

proclarn~tion

s.houldgive. the

emergency committee power, if necessary, to requisition materials,
supplies, crude oil or products, and natural gas necessary to meet
the situationo

They should also have the power to set up special

subcommittees and de.legate limited authority to them

0

A list

of priorities to be observed in allocating products should also be
set up without delay by the Government acting with the advice
of industry representatives.
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I

(4)

.To provide intelligent central guidance and plan-

ning, a PAD type of organization should be reconstituted as promptly
as possible after an attack, reporting directly to the Secretary of
the Interiorn

The PAD organization would therefore guide the

operations of the emergency committees, and would make proper provisions for a permanent district setup, including staff and quarters.
If the Secretary of the Interior should so desire, the present or some
other Council Committee might, pending the setting up of PAD, function
as a temporary coordinating and advisory body.
(5)

Since the industry can do so little to minimize

damage in the event of attack in any one locality, oil companies
are strongly urged to consider further decentralization when adding
any new refining or storage facilities.
consider the

interconne~tionof their

Oil companies should also

refining facilities and ternai-

nals in different areas by product pipelines to the extent feasible.
Consideration should be given by gas companies to expansion of
underground storage fa.cilities and interconnection of transportation
and distribution systems.

Such decentralizing and interconnecting

facilities should be given the encouragement of rapid tax

amortiza~

tion.
(6)

Since .any major disruption of refining centers or

oil distribution facilities will put a big extra load on transportation facilities ata time when military demands will also be
burgeoning, and since pipelines are useful only if the facilities
at each end are serviceable, encouragement should also be given to
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building up of reserves ,of mobile transportation equipment, particularly tankers, but including tank cars., barges, and .tanktrucks
as well.

~ponto

Only such mobile facilities could be relied

crude and products from

where:theyw~re :available

get

to where they

were needed incase major refiningor.distributionfacilitieswere
destroyed.
This preliminary report does not cover two items pf importance
which some other industries - notable the steel and chemical indus.tries have covered in their reports.

These are (1)

Recommendations

as to methods .of providing continuity of company operations in the
event of a disaster, and (2)

Recommendations as to advance prepara-

.tions which might reasonably be made to reduce damage to, and facilitate the rehabilitation of refineries and terminals in the event of
disaster.

If the Council and the Oil and Gas Division wish such work

to be undertaken it w.ill be necessary to appoint two working su,bcommittees .to study these problems and report thereon

0

If this is

to be done, our committee should be continued, and the emergency
district committees should also report to it their conclusions on
the basis.of their meetings and study of regional problems.
Respectfully submitted

/s/ Robert E. Wilson, Chairman
Committee on Oil and Gas
Emergency Defens£ Organization
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
PE'TROLEUM ADMINISTRATION FOR DEFENSE
WASHINGTON 25, Dc Co

C

o
P
y

March 22, 1954
Mr. Walter S. Hallanan
Chairman, National l?etroleum Council
1625 K~ Street, N. Wo
Washington 0 D. C.
Dear Mrc HaLlanan:
The Office of Defens.e Mobilization has established an
Industrial Defense Committee 0 upon which the Department of the
Interior is represented.
It is designed to advise ODMonpolicies,
plans 0 programs, problems 0 and activities related to reducing and
overcoming the effects of attack damage on the Continental united
States which might affect industrial facilities
0

It is important that the Federal Government have realistic
post attackpolicies o plans, and programs for petroleum and gaso
Therefore 0 a study including all levels, from the Federal Government
down to and including the community level, is required in order
to'provide information and make recommendations to the ODMon plans
for the reduction and overcoming of attack damage to petroleum and
gas :f;acilitieso To be effective, these studies must be properly
coordinated with civil defens:eprograms in disaster areas, and be
designed to assure necessary supplies of petroleum and gas .to meet
essential military, civilian, and industrial requirements under
eme'rgency conditions
0

We believe that the petroleum industry is in the best ppsi,tion to make this study and to advise the Federal Government on
what the industry can do 0 how it should be done in event of such
a disaster, and to what extent cooperation with Civil Defens,e administrators 0 andotherinteres,tedagencies I would be necessary to
assure supplies of petroleum and gas to meet such an emergencyo
I request that the Nationa,l petroleum Council, as the
representative of the various segments C)fthe petroleum and gas
industries, undeptakea study and pres,ent a]i'ecommendation as to
the means or organization that might best be employed to meet .the
situation, insofar as petroleum a,nd gas iscon.cern~do
Sincerely yours,

/s/

Ho A o Stewart
Ho Ao Stewart
Acting Deputy Administrator
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